
     KamalaDevi (aka KD, Pronouns: they/them) is a

mystic, a muse, and a mentor. In almost 20 years

of teaching tantra, theater, writing, and “Temple

Arts” to thousands of people, KD is most proud of

being a mother (of a teenage son) and navigating

a successful open marriage in San Diego, nearby

an intimate network of about a dozen lovers.  As

a pansexual, genderqueer art-activist who was

featured on Showtime’s reality docu-series,

“Polyamory: Married & Dating,” as well as, Dr.

Drew, Tyra Banks, and the award-winning

documentary “Sex Magic,” KD advocates for truth-

telling as a way to change the cultural narrative.  

     Author of seven books, they also lead retreats

on Sexual Shamanism for ISTA (International

School of Temple Arts) and are currently on a

virtual tour for “Sex Shamans” and “52 Fridays”

while working on a new novel called: “Soul

Transfusion.” KamalaDevi's current passion is to

train artists, healers, and visionaries to become

“love leaders” to support the worldwide

awakening.

     Additional  details on KamalaDevi's personal

narrative available upon request

      KamalaDevi is currently on a virtual tour,

promoting her last two book releases, online. In

addition to sharing stories of sexual awakening

and shamanism, we are also eager to reveal

practices for sacred sex, liberated love, and a

variety of alternatives to monogamy. We offer

online interviews, podcasts or TV appearances.

Just let us know how we can best serve your

audience!
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www.KamalaDevi.com

KaliDas@KamalaDevi.com

Facebook: @blisscoach

Instagram: @kamaladevi

Twitter: @kamaladevi

Youtube: KamalaDevi’s Sacred Sexy Show

http://www.kamaladevi.com/
http://www.facebook.com/blisscoach
http://www.instagram.com/kamaladevi.com
http://www.twitter.com/kamaladevi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe9CQudIqjFqgclz3yHbY5A


 

     All interviews with KamalaDevi are considered

shared intellectual property unless otherwise

arranged.  We, therefore, request access to the

interview after it airs. Please provide other

promotional materials in order to cross-promote

and share on social media. For publication on

our monthly newsletter,  blog,  website, and

social media, please send a copy of the video or

audio to Kali Das info@kamaladevi.com. Thank

you. 

SELECT PRESENTER TOPICS

Sex Magic

Be the Beloved

Money as a Lover

Pansexual Soul Play

Wild Love Laboratory

Boundaries & Consent

Erotic Entrepreneur Mastermind

Transforming Trauma with Theater

Gender Bending Expression Forum

AS SEEN ON: 

 INTERVIEW TOPICS

TERMS & CONDITIONS

SPEAKER FEES:

Tantra

Kink & BDSM

Sexual Shamanism

LBTQ+ Art Activism 

52 Fridays Book Release

Sex Positive Art & Creativity

Polyamory/Open Relationships

Ethical Non-Monogamy (ENM)

More  Topics available upon request.

www.kamaladevi.com/freestuff

Free Stuff / Giveaways:

Our standard fee for public speaking

is $350 an hour or percentage of

sales is negotiable. 

 

http://www.kamaladevi.com/freestuff

